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Based on the existing Canadian ESG microseismic monitoring system, a mobile microseismic monitoring system for a soft rock
tunnel has been successfully constructed through continuous exploration and improvement to study the large-scale nucleation
and development of microfractures in the soft rock of the Yangshan Tunnel. All-weather, continuous real-time monitoring is
conducted while the tunnel is excavated through drilling and blasting, and the waveform characteristics of microseismic events are
analysed. (rough the recorded microseismic monitoring data, the variation characteristics of various parameters (e.g., the
temporal, spatial, and magnitude distributions of the microseismic events, the frequency of microseismic events, and the mi-
croseismic event density and energy) are separately studied during the process of large-scale deformation instability and failure of
the soft rock tunnel. (e relationship between the deterioration of the rock mass and the microseismic activity during this failure
process is consequently discussed. (e research results show that a microseismic monitoring system can be used to detect
precursors; namely, the microseismic event frequency and energy both will appear “lull” and “active” periods during the whole
failure process of soft rock tunnel. Two peaks are observed during the evolution of failure. When the second peak occurs, it is
accompanied by the destruction of the surrounding rock. (e extent and strength of the damage within the surrounding rock can
be delineated by the spatial, temporal, and magnitude distributions of the microseismic events and a microseismic event density
nephogram.(e results of microseismic analysis confirm that a microseismic monitoring system can be used tomonitor the large-
scale deformation and failure processes of a soft rock tunnel and provide early warning for on-site construction workers to ensure
the smooth development of the project.

1. Introduction

Rock is an anisotropic and nonhomogeneous material. When
crackswithin rock germinate, expand, and ultimately penetrate,
the internal accumulation strain energy is released in the form
of waves, resulting in microseismic events [1–5]. Microseismic
monitoring technology can be employed to collect and analyse
microseismic events, the data from which can be used to invert
the time, location, and magnitude of microseismic event and
predict the possibility, energy, and position of large-scale de-
formation and failure of soft rock tunnels [6–8].

Microseismic monitoring, which is a type of passive
monitoring technology, can be utilized for the long-term
monitoring and short-term prediction of microseismic

activity within underground structures, and it has been
widely adopted inmining engineering and other engineering
fields [9–15]. McCreary et al. [16] used a 16-channel Elec-
trolab MP250 microseismic system to resolve the occurrence
of rockbursts in a small gold mine. Microseismic monitoring
was also employed along the left bank slope of the Jinping-I
Hydropower Station to analyse the stability of the slope and
investigate the deformation of deep rockmasses in particular
[17]. Furthermore, Ma et al. [18] utilized microseismic
monitoring technology to reveal the spatial and temporal
variations in microseismic and rockburst activities in deep-
buried tunnels for the Jinping-II Hydropower Station.

Microseismic monitoring technology is being applied
with increasing frequency to various projects at present, but
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it is the first time that it has been applied to a soft rock tunnel
for the monitoring and early warning of soft rock instability
and failure in the world. (erefore, there are no successful
monitoring and warning experiments to learn directly.
Based on the Canadian Engineering Seismology Group
(ESG) microseismic monitoring system, a mobile micro-
seismic monitoring system was successfully constructed and
applied to a soft rock tunnel for continuous exploration and
improvement. (is paper analyses the signal characteristics
of various events and extracts the amplitude-frequency
characteristics of microseismic event waveforms. Based on
a combination of the temporal, spatial, and magnitude
distributions of microseismic events and the microseismic
event density nephogram, the timing, intensity, and extent of
large-scale deformation and failure within the soft rock
tunnel can be noted with the temporal variations in the
microseismic events and microseismic energy. (e findings
can provide strong guarantees for safe tunnel construction
and production management.

2. Engineering Background

(e Yangshan Tunnel is located in a hilly area of the Loess
Plateau of North Shanxi Province. (e total length of the
tunnel is 11668.3m with a maximum burial depth of
277.07m, and large-scale deformation and instability failure
of the soft rock are evident in some places throughout the
tunnel. (e Yangshan Tunnel area is geotectonically situated
within the southeastern corner of the Erdos Basin. (e host
rock of the tunnel is composed of interbedded sandstone and
mudstone. A collapsible sandy loess has been found in the
DK382 + 970∼DK385 + 200 area of the tunnel with a col-
lapsibility coefficient of δs � 0.015 ∼ 0.065, based upon
which it is classified as a medium collapsible loess belonging
to a grade II (medium) self-weight collapsible site. It exhibits
two major characteristics when the loess tunnel is con-
structed. (e first characteristic is that, following the ex-
cavation of the loess tunnel, the concentration of stress on
the vault and the part is excessively large. (ese stresses
resulted in substantial settling of the vault and the instability
of the tunnel structure, leading to the occurrence of land-
slides. (e second characteristic is that the collapsible loess
basement hosting the tunnel is easily destroyed by water,
leading to a decline in the foundation bearing capacity.

3. Microseismic Monitoring System for a Soft
Rock Tunnel

3.1. Microseismic Monitoring Principle. Microseismic activ-
ity is essentially a process of the continuous accumulation
and intermittent release of stress [19, 20]. Within the larger
scope of engineering standards, the generation and ex-
pansion of rock fractures are accompanied by the rapid
release and propagation of elastic waves within the sur-
rounding rock mass [21, 22], those elastic waves propagating
through the rock are received by the velocity sensors of
different positions, and the microseismic events are located
by the time difference of propagation [23, 24]. (e principle
used for the positioning of a microseismic event is shown in

Figure 1. (e microseismic signals contain a vast quantity of
information related to rockbursts, following which an in-
terpretation of the abovementioned information can be used
to analyse the fracturing and instability of the rock.

3.2. Microseismic Monitoring System Construction. (e
correct construction of themicroseismicmonitoring system is
an important step in the entire microseismic monitoring
process, and it is also a prerequisite for normal microseismic
monitoring [24–26]. (is project adopts an improved high-
precision microseismic monitoring system produced by ESG
Solutions in Canada to monitor and analyse microfractures
within the rockmass during the tunnel excavation throughout
the day. (e system mainly includes six uniaxial velocity
sensors, a digital signal acquisition system, and a digital signal
processing system (Figure 2). (e ESG digital signal acqui-
sition system, which is connected to the sensor through an
unshielded cable, is an important device that converts the
electrical signal to a digital signal. However, excessively in-
creasing the length of the connecting cable will greatly in-
crease the cost and simultaneously attenuate the signal with
increasing severity. (erefore, to ensure normal transmission
of the signal, the acquisition system cannot be installed more
than 300m from the sensor. However, for the sake of safety,
the equipment should not be installed too close to the face of
the tunnel. (erefore, the equipment should be installed at
a distance of approximately 130m away from the working
face, and the sensors will be moved by adding cable as the
working face advances forward during the monitoring pro-
cess. (e acquisition equipment should be moved forward
when the length of the cable between the rearmost sensor and
digital signal acquisition system is longer than 250m. To
locate microseismic events with a greater accuracy, it is
necessary to ensure that no fewer than 6 sensors are operating
normally. In this monitoring scheme, 3 sensors are arranged
on either side of the tunnel, and the distance between adjacent
sensors must be approximately 25m.Meanwhile, the distance
between the first two sensors and the working face should be
within 50m, otherwise the microseism positioning accuracy
will be affected.

3.3. Analysis and Recognition of Various Event Waveforms.
When microseismic monitoring technology is properly
employed to perform real-time monitoring and effectively
analyse the instability and failure of a tunnel rock mass, one
key step is that monitoring man can quickly and effectively
distinguish microseismic events from a large number of
noise disturbances [27–29]. (erefore, the correct identifi-
cation of the microseism waveform is an important com-
ponent of microseismic monitoring and forecasting [30, 31].
(e following types of waveforms should be distinguished
during the process of soft rock tunnel excavation via drilling
and blasting (Figure 3).

3.3.1. Blast Event Waveform. (e voltage amplitude of
a blast waveform ranges approximately from −5 to 5V. (e
associated waveform is relatively neat with a high amplitude
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and long wavelength cycle, and the wave attenuates relatively
slowly.

3.3.2. Microseismic Event Waveform. �e amplitude of
a microseismic waveform is small. Furthermore, the
waveform attenuates slowly, and the coda wave is more
developed; the voltage amplitude �uctuates between −0.05
and 0.05 V. �e P wave of a microseismic event arrives
before the S wave. When the S wave arrives, the amplitude
of voltage evidently increases due to the superposition of
the P wave and the S wave. �e arrival times of the two
waves can be clearly distinguished within the waveform
diagram.

3.3.3. Large Machine Impact Tunnel Waveform. �e wave-
form is transient and rapidly attenuates. �e duration of the
waveform is no more than 10ms, and the voltage amplitude
�uctuates from −1 to 1V.

3.3.4. Electrical Current Interference Waveform. �e wave-
form of this type of signal has an obvious vertical asymmetry
that is very easy to identify.

4. Microseismic Activity Characteristic Analysis

4.1. Characteristics of the Temporal, Spatial, and Magnitude
Distributions ofMicroseismic Activity. �e temporal, spatial,
and magnitude distributions of microseismic activity during
the excavation of the soft rock tunnel by drilling and blasting
are shown in Figure 4, in which each circle represents
a microseismic event, the diameter of each circle represents
the energy level of the microseismic event, and the dierent
colours of the circles represent dierent magnitudes (i.e., red
indicates the largest magnitude and purple indicates the
lowest magnitude).

�e microseismic events that occurred within the tunnel
rock mass from November 4 to November 7, 2017, exhibited
low energies and small magnitudes, and they were fewer in
quantity with a more discrete distribution (Figure 4(a)). �e
surrounding tunnel rock was less aected by the excavation
disturbance, the integrity of the surrounding rock was good,
and there was no obvious deformation of the surrounding
rock. �e number of microseisms increased slightly from
November 8 to November 10, but the microseismmagnitudes
were small (as shown in Figure 4(b)). Furthermore, there was
no signi�cant concentration of microseismic events. Al-
though the magnitudes of the microseismic events were not
high from November 11 to November 12, the number of
microseismic events clearly increased, and a greater amount
of energy was released within the surrounding rock. �ere
was some evidence of the nucleation of microseismic events
within the range delineated with an ellipse in Figure 4(c). In
conjunction with a �eld investigation, the roof of the sur-
rounding rock appeared to be macroscopical visible defor-
mation. �e microseismic events that occurred on November
13-14 were characterized by not only a greater quantity but
also a concentrated distribution, thereby forming an intensive
area of microseismic activity in which three events with
relatively large magnitudes and high energies occurred
(Figure 4(d)). As a consequence, the deformation of the
surrounding rock roof intensi�ed during this period, resulting
in collapse (Figure 5). However, since the maximum mi-
croseismic magnitude was only −1.53 and the total amount of
energy released by the surrounding rock was not high, the
strength of the failure of the roof was relatively low; therefore,
the roof was damaged to a limited extent without causing
casualties or equipment damage.

4.2. Frequency Evolution Law of the Microseismic Events.
�e processes of large-scale deformation and failure of a soft
rock tunnel are essentially identical to the dynamic evolution
processes of microfractures inside a rock. Microseismicity is
the release of strain energy in the form of elastic waves when
a microfracture is generated, and the frequency changes in
microseismic events are closely related to the microfractures
produced within the rock after it is disturbed during ex-
cavation [32]. �erefore, the temporal variations in the
frequency of microseismic activity recorded by the micro-
seismic monitoring system can eectively re�ect the changes
in the large-scale deformation failure and stress �eld of the
soft rock. Accordingly, a typical case of failure of the soft
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Figure 2: Complete schematic diagram of the sensor arrangement
and the data acquisition, transmission, and processing in the
microseismic monitoring system.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the positioning principle for
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rock tunnel is selected as the research object to study the
inherent relationship between the stress and the micro-
seismic events that occurred during the large-scale de-
formation and failure of the soft rock tunnel and analyse the
evolution of microseismic activity. Only 5 microseismic
events occurred over the 3-day period from November 4 to
November 6, 2017, and the surrounding rock was relatively
less aected by excavation and unloading. Meanwhile, the
microseismic activity was more frequent on November 7-8,
during which period 13 microseismic events were detected.
�e microseismic activity rate decreased from November 9
to November 10. �ere was a peak in the number of mi-
croseismic events between November 4 and November 10
(Figure 6). However, the stress of the surrounding rock was
self-adaptive and in a relatively quiet period; consequently,
there was no obvious large-scale deformation in the sur-
rounding tunnel rock. �is indicates that the local stress in
the rock mass was constantly adjusting and accumulating
during this time period. On November 11-12, the number of
microseismic events increased rapidly, a total of 19 mi-
croseisms occurred within the surrounding rock within the
two-day period, the number of daily microseismic events
was greater than that of the previous period, the stress
concentration in the rock mass was correspondingly obvi-
ous, and an area of large-scale deformation appeared within

the rock mass, and this indicated the occurrence of soft rock
failure.�e number of microseismic events on November 13
showed a slight decline, but it was still relatively high, in-
dicating that the stresses in the surrounding rock stress were
not fully released and that the possibility of surrounding
rock failure was still high. With the ongoing excavation of
the tunnel, the total number of microseismic events in-
creased on November 14 and reached a maximum of 11
events; this indicated that the continuous action of external
forces caused severe deterioration of the mechanical
properties of the surrounding rock and a decrease in the
strength of the rock mass; the deformation of the soft rock
developed to an extreme state, which �nally led to the
collapse of the roof of the surrounding rock. �e frequency
of microseismic events decreased from November 15 to
November 18, and the stress of the rock mass redistributed
after the roof collapsed, resulting in a microseismic lull.

4.3. Evolution Law of theMicroseismic Energy. Analysing the
temporal distribution law of the energy released during the
microfractures within the rock mass of a soft rock tunnel
project is an eective way to study the development process
of large-scale deformation in the rock mass [33]. From
November 4 to November 6, 2017, the energy released within
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Figure 3: Various event waveforms. (a) Blast event waveform, (b) microseismic event waveform, (c) large machine impact tunnel waveform,
and (d) electrical current interference waveform.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagrams of the temporal, spatial, and magnitude distributions of microseismic activity during the excavation of the
tunnel by drilling and blasting. (a) Distribution map of microseismic events on 4∼7 November 2017, (b) distribution map of microseismic
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the surrounding rock was in a relatively gentle state, and it
was maintained at a relatively low level (Figure 7). From
November 7 to November 10, the energy released from the
surrounding rock abruptly increased and then decreased
sharply.(e cause of this rise in the energy released from the
surrounding rock was the influence of disturbances to the
rock mass by drilling and blasting. Moreover, the secondary
stress field of the surrounding rock did not adjust to an
equilibrium state and was subjected to an external load
again, additional cracks further germinated in the rock and
expanded, and they were accompanied by the massive re-
lease of energy within the surrounding rock. Subsequently,
the energy released from the surrounding rock decreased,
and this phase can be initially judged as the “quiet period”
before the large-scale deformation and failure of the sur-
rounding rock. As expected, the energy released from the
microfractures of the rock mass as it continued to rise from
November 11 to November 14. With the ongoing excavation
of the tunnel, the stress concentration of the rock mass

became aggravated, resulting in the continuous development
of existing microcracks simultaneous with the constant
accumulation and transfer of strain energy. Consequently,
on November 14, the release of microseismic energy reached
a peak, following which the roof of the surrounding rock
began to fall on that day. Due to the immense release of
energy on November 14 coincident with the damage to the
surrounding rock, the energy released from the surrounding
rock rapidly decreased from November 15 to 18.

5. Results and Discussion

As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the changes in the microseismic
event frequencies with timewere basically the same as those of
the microseismic energy, both experienced microseismic lulls
and active periods, and there were two peaks in their temporal
profiles. (e microseismic activity was quieter in the short
periods both before and after the first peak. (e microseismic
activity before the second peak continued to rise, and the
stress and energy adjustments within the surrounding rock
were the most dramatic, resulting in a stress concentration in
the surrounding rock that led to the germination, expansion,
and coalescence of cracks within the rock mass, thereby
weakening the integrity and bearing capacity of the sur-
rounding rock. As a consequence, the roof suffered from
large-scale deformation that indicated the instability and
failure of the soft rock tunnel when the number and energy of
microseismic events reached their second peak, and the roof
of the surrounding rock was destroyed.

A microseismic event density nephogram can reveal the
degree to which microseismic events aggregate within
a certain period of time and within a certain range (Figure 8).
Based on different colours, the probability of geological
disaster ranges from high to low in succession from red to
yellow to green and then blue. Blue areas correspond to
absolute safety, while red areas denote the most concen-
trated distribution of microseismic events (i.e., the largest
microseismic event density). (erefore, red areas predict the
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regions (i.e., dangerous areas) of soft rock that will expe-
rience large-scale deformation and damage. Combining
a microseismic event density nephogram with the spatial,
temporal, and magnitude distributions of microseismic
events, the range of large-scale deformation and damage and
the strength of the soft rock tunnel can be determined.

�rough the variations in the frequencies and energies of
the microseismic events over time, it is possible to fully ex-
plain the internal damage processes of the rock mass and
determine the timing of the destruction of the surrounding
rock. �e extent of damage and strength of the surrounding
rock can be delineated by the spatial, temporal, and mag-
nitude distributions of the microseismic events and the mi-
croseismic event density nephogram. Predictions of the time,
location, and magnitude of a disaster can provide early
warning for the constructionworkers. At the same time, based
on the discussion in this paper, we can use a microseismic
monitoring system to monitor the entire large-scale de-
formation and instability failure process of a soft rock tunnel.

6. Conclusion

�is paper examines the large-scale deformation and failure
of the rock mass surrounding the Yangshan Tunnel through
the use of microseismic monitoring technology to contin-
ually investigate soft rock deformation and failure. �e
relationships among the temporal and spatial evolutionary
processes of the microseismicity and the large-scale de-
formation and failure of the soft rock are studied by
comparing the actual situation in the �eld with the results of
microseismic monitoring, and several research conclusions
can be drawn:

(1) �e �rst microseismic real-time monitoring system
has already been constructed to monitor the large-
scale deformation and failure of soft rock in railway
tunnels in the world. Combined with information
regarding the construction conditions, the amplitude-
frequency characteristics of dierent vibration
waveforms can be analysed, and the characteristics of

microseismic waveforms propagating through a rock
mass can be obtained.

(2) �e changes in the number of microseismic events
and their energies are consistent in time, and these
two curves over time basically experience two peaks.
�e period of time when both the number and the
energy of microseisms reach their second peak can
be considered the moment of disaster in the soft rock
tunnel. Moreover, the rough extent and strength of
damage within the soft rock tunnel can be delineated
by the spatial, temporal, andmagnitude distributions
of the microseismic events and a microseismic event
density nephogram.

(3) Microseismic events in a rock mass have both
temporal precedence and spatial consistency with
the large-scale deformation and failure of soft rock.
�is proves that the large-scale deformation and
failure processes within a soft rock tunnel can be
monitored. �e results of such monitoring could
provide eective guidance for the improvement of
on-site support measures, ensure the safety of on-site
workers and construction equipment, and ensure the
smooth progress of the project. At the same time, it
could provide a successful example for the micro-
seismic monitoring of similar projects.
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